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During class or contact hours, the lectures by Emil are arranged around
the following themes:
∇ Early Sources of Yoga Module 1

The Vedic Lineage of Yoga:
The concepts of Rita and Dharma, the importance that the
Upanishads hold for Yoga, and the developments that led to
Vedantic thought

∇ Early Sources of Yoga Module 2

The Ascetic Lineage of Yoga and its goals:
The early Tapasvin groups; the non-orthodox traditions of
Ajivikas, Carvakas, Jainas, and an introduction to the teaching
of the Buddha

∇ Classical Yoga

Samkhya and Patanjala Yoga:
Acquainting ourselves with the philosophy of Samkhya and the
Yoga Sutra, and tracing the development of Classical Yoga
through later commentaries

∇ The Main Types of Yoga

Understanding the richness of Yoga while comparing the main
Systems: Mantra, Jnana and Bhakti Yoga (with an introduction
to the Bhagavad Gita and Karma Yoga), Patanjala, Laya, and
Hatha Yoga

∇ Tantra to Early Hatha

Some light on this vast field, its emergence in historical
perspective, the disciplines of Tantra, and the emergence of
Yogic practices that work with the subtle body

∇ Hatha Yoga

The development stages of Hatha from the 14th century
onward. Discussion of the combination of practices that
characterizes it, according to the Hatha Yoga Pradipika:
ψ Asana of Hatha Yoga (including diet)
ψ Shatkarmani (Purification)
ψ Kumbhaka (Pranayamas)
ψ Bandha and Mudra, and their effects
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∇ Modern Yoga

Aspects and schools, masters and lineages of the modern Yoga
movement

∇ Understanding India

A few pointers to ‘Understanding India’ – at least those issues
which are important for practitioners (Yoga and Religion,
Karma and the Wheel of Samsara, the ethics in the
Mahabharata, the Guru-Disciple relationship, 4 Ashrama, etc.)

∇ Building a Library

Referencing essential Yoga scriptures
and discussing the list of reading suggestions

Note:
The above is an outline for the foundation course in yogic philosophy. The curriculum
endeavours to show the richness in Indian thought and is presented without the
interpretations, or dogmas, of specific schools or lineages.
Emil derives his knowledge from his 25 years’ residence in Nepal and India, the
contacts with a variety of teachers and panditas, and the study of the large textual
background of the subjects. For an insight into his broader teachings and the Yoga
retreats that he leads, please check

www.beyond-the-asana.com
or contact: emilewendel@gmail.com
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